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Abstract: Achieving the appropriate characteristics of treated surfaces by SPD is not only entails with choose of relevant scheme 
solutions, deforming elements, regimes and conditions of processing, but also with the specifics of the re-implementation of the 
technological impact. It is reasonable to assume that re-implementation of the technological impact is identical to its previous 
implementation, if with that is achieved only generates additional smoothing effect due to the increased multiplicity of the metal 
deformation in the same area of the treated surface 
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Introduction 
The identical repetition of the technological impacts in 

SPD, realized by tools with solid action, has the following 
characteristics whose compatibility are interpreted by the effect of 
Baushinger [1]:  

- there is rapid attenuation of the effect of smoothing out 
the roughness within the several application of the technological 
impact in the same point of the treated area; 

- with increasing output value of applied force of 
deformation the process of attenuation of smoothing effect after 
several impacts is accelerating; 

- larger output values of the applied force of deformation 
determine the achievement of lower cumulative effect of 
smoothing carried out on behalf of the multiple impacts; 

-  after attenuation of the effect of frequency in the 
deformational effect on smoothing effect, further repetition of the 
technological impact can induce a state of over-cold deformation; 

- other technological factors influence over the additional 
smoothing effect of repeated application of deforming force 
insofar as it relates to the manner of an overlay of the contact 
areas in the processing. 

In cases when during the repeated exercise of SPD, except 
for the influence of the factor frequency of the processing, there 
are a significant availability of alternative combinations of effects 
and other factors and there are signs of non-identity of the 

technological impact [2]. Such combinations occur in connection 
with:  

- non-coincidence in superimposed of the contact zones; 
- Generating attributes of the technological impact an 

accidental nature; 
Systematically determined differences in terms of the 

contact interactions between deformed elements and treated 
surfaces. 

 
Expose 
Non-coincidence in overlapping of contact zones is a 

condition for non-identity that occurs in schemes with 
discontinuity of the interaction between the deformed elements 
and treated surfaces. While in the case of identity after a number 
of cycles it’s reached to a coincidence of contact zones, in cases 
of non-identity after each successive cycle, the contact zone takes 
new position. If with angular parameter θ is determined the 
position of the point of the contact area on the circumference of 
the treated surface, the current meaning of θn +1 is set to the 
recurrent according 

)1(mod1 ωθθ +=+ nn ,        (1) 
where ω is the so-called rotational number [3].   

 
 

 
Fig.1 

 
Fig.2 

 
 Operator (modl) "modulus" in this case means the 

dropping of the entire of the numbers when such occurs in serial 
iteration and when ω is a rational number (ω = p/q) the rotating 
number shows that the generant circumference of the treated 
cylindrical surface will be located q contact areas to and will 
superimpose again after p full revolutions (cycles).  

Figure 1 presents a graphical the phase interpretation of 
dependence 1 to the sampling rate of ω = 2/7, and Figure 2 for - ω 
= 1 / π [3]. Graphics of both figures include two parallel lines 
located parallel on both sides of the diagonal, for which ω = 0. 

On one figure shows the formation of a closed trajectory, 
resulting in 7 iterations, while the other figure the trajectory 
remains unclosed after its multiple recurrence, which is shown in 

Figure 2. Both trajectories are qualitatively different as in the one 
case the closure of the cycle follows the frequency value in the 
fraction 2/7= 0.2857142857142 ... and the other is manifested in 
quasi-periodicity caused by the proximity of consecutive cycles of 
the trajectory.  

Generation of characteristics of the technological impact 
with accidental nature is expressed through the scattering factors 
for variables that define them. Such are the: 

- caused patches of tangential force component of 
deformation with a corresponding stochastic fluctuations of the 
values of its tangential and radial components; 
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- Variance of dimensions of the treated area or setting 
errors that determine the tightness, respectively, the radial force 
component of deformation; 

- Change in terms of contact interactions resulting from 
the conversion of the characteristics of the profile roughness, 
represented by the change in the statistical characteristics.    

Stochastic nature of the following characteristics, and their 
handling are ensured by: 

- Use of the percussion and deforming rolls with shifted 
center of gravity [1, 2]; 

- Frequency of separator rotation of the percussion rolls 
under the condition of constancy of the power of deformation 
effects [1, 2]; 

- Implementation of the model for crushing the roughness 
baseline values of the step parameters that determine the 
development of non-cooperative the plastic outbreaks under the 
protrusions base [4, 5, 6].     

Systematic determined differences in the conditions of contact 
interaction between the deforming elements and treated surfaces 
are available in:  

- skid caused by the conical of the deforming roller with 
schemes of its radial feeding; 

- Implementation of a cross or directional schemes with 
combination of SPD with the preceding cutting through schemes 
with axial feeding of the deforming rollers; 

- Occurrence of "ending effect" in cases of suspension of 
the treated surface through schemes with axial feeding of the 
deforming rollers. 

The conical of the deforming roller is a source of 
systematic differences in terms of their contact interaction with 
treated surfaces due to dissimilar quantitative expression of skid 
and contact pressure along the contact zone. In reversing the 

treated surface (left or lower forehead becomes right-hand or top 
and back) a repeat applying of SPD so that the areas, in which it 
has been exercised less contact pressure, to undergo and its bigger 
values. Then arises change of the conditions and in terms of the 
skid.  

Skidding in the contact between the elements of the 
technological system (surface of the machined hole, deforming 
roller and support cone) when machining of holes through tools 
with long conical rollers can be estimated by establishing specific 
values for the angular speeds of the support cone and the 
deforming rolls in their absolute movement and relative angular 
movement of the separator cone for specified period of time. 
Relevant of these movements and time intervals angular speeds 
are determinable by the formula 

t∆
∆

=
γω  ,......................(2) 

where ω   is the angular velocity of the element of the 
instrument; 

  γ∆  -  angular displacement of the respective element 
for specified intervals of time; 

  t∆   - the period of time for implementation of angular 
displacement γ∆ . 

The angular velocity of the separator in its absolute 
motion is determined by the formula 

21 ωωω −=c ,.....................(3) 

where 1ω  is the angular velocity of the support cone; 

2ω  - is the angular velocity of the separator through its 
relatively motion. 

  
 
With the defined values of the angular speeds are 

calculated linear speeds of the contact points of the deforming 
rollers and the support cone in the end radial sections of the detail. 
The graphical representation of the linear speeds at these points, 
which in the case of a stationary workpiece is illustrated by plan 
velocities (Fig. 3) allows determination of skidding as the 
difference of the respective linear speeds.  

Coordinate of the point Ki with zero skid (K1 and K2 are 
dependent) determined toward the average radial cross section is 
given by 
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Fig.3. Plan of speeds in contact of the rolls with the support cone and the workpiece 
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where i   is  index to denotation of the roller contact 
with the support cone (i = 1) or with the detail (i = 2); 

 
л

iV∆   
- skidding in the left section of the outlet 

according to the value of i; 

  
д

iV∆  - skidding in the right section of the outlet 
according to the value of i; 

   L    -  contact length of  the deforming roller with 
the workpiece or the support cone.  

After turning the workpiece aperture for re-treatment with 
the same regimen, overlapping of the contact zones between the 
deforming rollers and the workpiece in both establishments 
differentiate three sections in the axial direction. Moreover, there 
is no reason to expect a change in the values of the parameters К1 
and К2.  

The average of the plots is wide 2К2 and skidding in it is 
one way and with equal total amount. Symmetrically of the 
average there are two end sections with width L/2 – К2, in which 
takes place bidirectional skid with a predominance of one of the 
directions. Simultaneously, in the sections where at the first 
establishment contact pressure was less due to the bigger diameter 
of the deforming rollers in the second establishment borne 
impacts with bigger values of the pressure in the contact zone. 
The represented distribution of the sections of the treated surface 
corresponds to a more similar characteristic of their working 
conditions, which determines the increasing homogeneity of the 
resulting roughness at equal multiplicity of deformational effects, 
but by using variant of the two treatment establishments instead of 
one. There is an option of replacing the second establishment with 
second transition, when using construction of two-line tool with 
reverse conical of the deforming rollers [7].  

Systematic conditioned non-identity at repeated 
exercising of SPD has as analogue the implementation of 
deformational effects after the micro geometric shaping of the 
previous roughness was achieved by crossing of two (directional 
scheme) or more than two (cross scheme) surfaces. In the second 
option the larger smoothing effect is due to the increased share of 
the realization of three-dimensional scheme of the crushing the 
protrusions of the roughness in contrast to other option where this 
share is less for account of the realizations of two-dimensional 
scheme [2] 

 
Conclusions 
The occurrence of "ending effect" in cases of suspension 

of the treated surface (typically the transition of opening and 
adjacent forehead) in schemes with axial feed rollers of the 
deforming generate non-identity with macro geometric nature 
depending on whether repeated exercising of SPD is after 
discontinuation by rotating the workpiece. When accomplished 
turn achieves greater homogeneity of deviations from the right 
cylindrical shape adjacent to break zone of the hole surface [8].  

Presented analysis of the terms and conditions of non-
identity for repeated exercising of SPD shows that these are the 
circumstances and conditions that provide alternative options and 
outcomes associated with achieving better properties of the 
treated surfaces 
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